ON-DEMAND LEARNING CENTER

Accelerate your transformation.
Realize your full potential.
KNOWLEDGE EMPOWERS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Modernizing IT infrastructure and services requires broad understanding of compute, network, storage, applications, and more.

Do you have the knowledge and skills to...

**EVALUATE** new products and features on demand?
No need to wait for your new product to be purchased. Gain introductory required training when you need it. Access a broad spectrum of on-demand courses and evaluate new products and features anytime.

**REFINE** your skills and business transformation strategy?
With Dell EMC’s unique ‘open’ curriculum, you can learn and apply technology concepts, design principles, and other considerations such as IT as a Service, cloud, big data, and virtualization to a variety IT initiatives involving multiple vendor solutions.

**ACCELERATE** time to productivity of new team members?
Take the guesswork out of education planning. With access to a select set of Dell EMC product and technology courses, new team members can quickly be brought up to speed by leveraging our proven blended learning model.

**ADVANCE** application integration and performance optimization?
Moving to the cloud or a hyperconverged environment? Need to develop expertise in establishing cloud services or advanced data analytics? Take our specialist or expert-level courses and bridge your knowledge and skills gap.

**GET CERTIFIED** and demonstrate your expertise?
Dell EMC Proven Professional is a leading education and certification program in the IT industry, providing comprehensive coverage of information technologies, virtualization, cloud computing, data science/big data analytics and more.
INVITATION TO LEARN
ON-DEMAND

Imagine the impact of on-going access to a select list of on-demand courses in e-Learning and streaming video format that focus on a variety of technology concepts and principles.

These courses will help you gain the foundational knowledge and skills you need to become a key member of a team involved with modernizing, automating and transforming the IT organization.

Example course and use case 1:

Information Storage and Management v3

This course is ideal for anyone involved with modern IT infrastructure. ISM v3 provides a strong understanding of storage technologies and prepares you for advanced concepts, technologies and processes.

IT Transformation succeeds when people across the entire organization share an understanding of the technologies and processes in place to achieve business objectives.

Example course and use case 2:

Service Management for ITaaS

This course provides you with the concepts and principles to implement a service management plan that leverages orchestration and automation to streamline delivery and minimize costs.

Automating service delivery through software and APIs is key to ensuring a repeatable service model and delivering value-based services across the IT organization.

Example course and use case 3:

Big Data Analytics for Business Transformation

This one-day course provides business leaders with information on real-world benefits of Big Data Analytics, implementing Big Data Analytics projects and using Big Data Analytics to derive business insights.

Develop Data Science-savvy business leaders to help you leverage Big Data to transform your business into a predictive enterprise.
ON-DEMAND LEARNING CENTER EXPERIENCE

**My Video ILT-Stream Collection**
Gain access to select Dell EMC self-paced learning content organized by technology category. Packages enable learners to follow a structured roadmap of courses, called learning paths.

**Assess your Knowledge**
Assess your level of knowledge using free practice tests. Reinforce what you’ve learned and get a feel for the certification exam experience.

**Browse Scheduled Training**
Learn in a traditional classroom or online virtual classroom with hands-on labs and case studies, delivered by top Dell EMC instructors.

**Schedule an Exam**
Learning Paths are conveniently aligned to Dell EMC Proven Professional Certifications. Take the next step. Take an exam.

**Student Discussion Community**
Visit our Student Discussion Community to search for answers, ask questions, share your learning and certification experience.

Additional learning programs to be introduced periodically.
Ask your Education Account Manager for more details.

SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS - ON-DEMAND LEARNING

Take advantage of significant savings on a select list of on-demand courses offered in e-Learning and streaming video format that focus on a variety of technology concepts and principles.

Topics include:
- Digital Transformation
- Converged Infrastructure
- Cloud
- Data Protection
- Big Data
- Information Storage
- Networking

You may choose up to 3 titles / pre-packaged learning paths from the transformational education catalog.

Your access to the ODLC will be available for a period of 3 months.

CONTACT US AND SCHEDULE A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

Online: http://education.EMC.com/Contact  
Phone: 1-888-EMC-TRNG (1-888-362-8764)  
Or email: odlc@emc.com

You can find contact details for your regional Dell EMC Education Services office at http://education.EMC.com/Contact.

**International**

**EMEA**
+44 208 758 6080 (UK)  
+49 6196 4728 668 (Germany)

**Greater China**
+86 10 8434 6192

**Asia Pacific**
+61 3 8602 8000 (ANZ)  
+65 6692 3000 (South Asia)

**Latin America**
+55 11 5189-5119

**India**
+91 80 6737 5064

**Japan**
+81 44 520 9830

**South Korea**
+82 22125 7714